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Freshman Students

When applying to the animation program please consider the following questions when you are creating your portfolio.

1. **Is this my best work?**
   Less is more in this case, please identify your best work and make sure it is foremost in your portfolio

2. **What is my passion within animation?**
   Do you create extraordinary characters? Can you tell a really good joke visually? Do you like creating really great environments?

3. **Is my work original?**
   There should be very little (if any) fan art. We want to see your style and creative approach.

Please limit your submission to **10** artworks total that are divided into two categories.

1. **Observational Artwork** | This can include life drawing of the human form or animals. It also includes the plant world, still life and environmental (indoor and outdoor) drawings. You may include observational drawings from real life as well, these can be sketch book drawings (rough sketches) that are not cleaned up but show construction lines. Sketch book work really helps us see how you are thinking and approaching image making.

2. **Personal Creative Work** | This is an opportunity to showcase your creativity and give us drawings and sketches from your imagination. Cartoons, illustrations and sequential images that tell a story, photography, and digital work would also fit into this category. You may also include sculptures that you have created. It would be interesting to see how you are exploring 3D space if that is your medium.

Transfer Students

In addition to the above portfolio submission, please familiarize yourself with our curriculum and courses. If your school does not have an articulation agreement and you would like to request credit for specific courses (for example Foundation 101 Beginning Drawing) read the course description and submit work that speaks to that class. Contact your admissions counselor to request an evaluation for course credit.

Portfolio Submission

Submit your portfolio via the SlideRoom link below. A nominal fee will be charged by SlideRoom for this service. Full instructions are listed on the site. For general artwork, we recommend scanned images rather than photos for best resolution. URLs can also be submitted by uploading a PDF or document containing the link. Requirements can be found on the Slideroom site.

Upload your portfolio at:
https://woodburyuniversity.slideroom.com